Custom Photo Ornaments
List of Materials:
• Clear Christmas Ball Ornaments
• White Cardstock
• Fishing Line
• Double Sided Tape
• Scissors or a Circle Punch
• A pencil or dowel
• A mason jar ring or other circle to trace
Optional Materials:
• Glitter
• Fake snow
• Mini Pom-poms
• Hot glue Gun
• Ribbon
Instructions:
1. Choose what pictures you want to use and how many.
2. Insert them into a word document and size them to where the shortest side is 2.5 inches or
approximately the size of your ornament.
3. Print your pictures out on white cardstock.
4. Use the ring of a mason jar (or whatever you have to draw 2.5 inch circles) to draw a circle around the
part of the picture you want to use
5. Cut out all your circles with the scissors or circle punch
6. If you’d like a second image for the back of the ornament you can repeat this process or you can cut
out blank circles and write the year, a message, etc. on them.
7. Place your picture face down and put a piece of double sided tape in the center running the same
direction you want the picture to hang.
8. Cut a 6 to 8-inch piece of fishing line, fold it over, and place it down the center of the tape with the
loose ends at the top of the picture.
9. Place another piece of tape across the fishing wire to hold it in place and also secure the edges of the
second image
10. Stick your second image to the back of the first image that has tape on it
11. Trim excess paper where the edges might not meet up perfectly.
12. Take the metal top off the ornament
13. Roll your pictures small enough to fit into the ornament
14. Use a pencil or dowel to flatten your picture back out.
15. If you’d like, add glitter, fake snow, mini pom poms to decorate
16. Thread the loose ends of the fishing wire through the two small holes in the ornaments top
17. Tie off the loose ends and trim the excess line.
18. If small glitter was used, use a hot glue gun to close the holes in the top
19. If you’d like, use hot glue to add ribbon to the top.

